Objective: To establish an axon regeneration regulatory network for optimal selection, and explore the role of low intensity pulsed ultrasound in the network. Methods: The axon regeneration regulatory network involving axon regeneration-related proteins NGF, BDNF and PirB was constructed by using GO and KEGG. The maximum possible pathway acting on axon regeneration was screened by Bayesian network theory. The node of low -intensity pulsed ultrasound in NGF -involved axon regeneration network was complemented by combining literature methods. Results: The NGF, BDNF and PirB-involved axonal regeneration regulatory pathway was successfully constructed. The low intensity pulsed ultrasound played a role in axon regeneration by acting on ERK1/2-CREB pathway and GSK-3b. NGF-TrKA-Rap1-ERK1/2-CREB-Bcl-2 was optimized as optimal pathway by Bayesian theory. Conclusion: The regulatory pathway of axon regeneration involving nerve growth related factors and low intensity pulsed ultrasound was initially established, which provided a theoretical basis for further study of axon regeneration, and also new ideas for action of low intensity pulsed ultrasound on axon regeneration regulatory pathway. Ó 2019 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Axon regeneration refers to the process of axon budding, growth, extension, and reconstruction of contact with the target cells to achieve nerve reinnervation and function recovery under certain conditions. Axon is often unable to regenerate after damage of the central nervous system (CNNS) of adult mammals, but that of peripheral nervous system (PNS) has some regenerative ability, though there still being problems of slow regeneration rate and poor effect (Ring, 2013) . In addition to factors like poor inherent growth capacity of neurons, formation of glial scarring, lack of growth-promoting molecules, nerve regeneration inhibitory factor initiates different intracellular cascade signal transduction pathways, and then affects axon regeneration, which may be the core mechanism for ineffective axon regeneration (Takeuchi et al., 2013) . Therefore, understanding and mastering the intracellular signal transduction pathways that promote axon regeneration, and making in-depth study on how to promote nerve regeneration and its mechanism means important significance for improvement of prognosis of nervous system injury.
There are many factors regulating axon regeneration, and intracellular signal transduction mechanism is complex. Where, nerve growth factor (NGF) is one of the most important biological active substances in the nervous system, which plays a decisive role in promoting the proliferation and differentiation of neurons, regulating central and peripheral neuronal survival and accelerating axon regeneration (Aloe et al., 2012) . Brain-derived neurophin factor (BDNF), a member of the trophic factors of nerve regeneration microenvironment, is involved in the regulation of nerve fiber regeneration and protection of neurons (Hultman et al., 2014) . Pairwise immunoglobulin-like receptor B (PirB) expressed in neuronal cell bodies and growth cone, is closely related to axon growth (Adelson et al., 2012) . In recent years, research on intracellular signal transduction pathway influencing axon regeneration has been widely concerned by the medical profession both at home and abroad. However, further studied is needed due to the many factors affecting axon regeneration and the complex intracellular signal transduction mechanism.
Low intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) is a kind of pressure wave that can be transmitted, which can transfer mechanical energy to tissue and produce beneficial biological reaction (Hersh et al., 2016) . LIPUS can promote conduction velocity of motor and sensory nerve after nerve injury, which has been gradually applied to nerve repair therapy, though its mechanism of action is not clear. The aim of this study was to establish NGF, PirB and BDNF-invloved axon regeneration regulatory network, screen the optimal pathway by Bayesian network theory and explore the action mechanism of LIPUS in the regulatory network.
Materials and methods

GO analysis
The NGF gene was analyzed by GO using the online website Gene Ontology Consortium (http://geneontology.org/). For GO analysis, enter the Gene Ontology Consortium home page, set the screening conditions as ''NGF", ''Pir-B", ''BDNF" and ''Homo sapiens" successively, and make primary analysis of GO function annotation of the axon regeneration genes.
KEGG network analysis
The network pathways of NGF, Pir-B and BDNF genes in axon regeneration were analyzed by using online network KEGG PATH-WAY Database (http://www.kegg.jp/kegg/pathway.html). For KEGG analysis, enter the KEGG PATHWAY Database home page, set the screening conditions organism as ''hsa", key words as ''NGF", ''Pir-B", ''BDNF", to query the regulatory network of the gene in the process of axon regeneration. With the protein as the starting point and the axon regeneration as the end point, collect and sort the acting path and nodes of the reference proteins. The overlapping pathways are then integrated into a primary regulatory network.
Bayesian regulatory network construction and optimization
The Bayesian network model theory is applied to the network to establish the Bayesian network. In the Bayesian regulatory network model, each node has a conditional probability distribution function in case a parent node is given, and those without parent node are expressed with prior probability. In this network, the starting node (i.e., the node without parent node) is a protein similar to p42.3. Therefore, the similarity between the reference protein and p42.3 is defined as the prior probability of the starting node, and probability of occurrence of each node is calculated based on probability of occurrence and conditional probability of the parent node by using the knowledge of conditional probability, as shown in Eq. (1):
Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which mainly describes the joint probability distribution in the set of finite variables U = {X1, X2, . . ., Xn}. The available elements are denoted by B = (G, h), where G is the directed acyclic graph. The nodes in the graph correspond to the random variables X1, . . ., Xn, which can represent the expression vector of the gene, while h represents the conditional probability of each variable. The DAG is specifically interpreted as Markove hypothesis: under the premise of given parent node in G, each variable Xi is independent of its non-child nodes. Taking into account the independent properties of the condition, the only joint probability in the specified set U of G has the following distribution:
where Pa (Xi) represents the parent node of Xi.
It can be seen that the uniqueness of the network lies in application of causal relationship to explain the probability relationship with conditional independence, so that a more advanced causal relationship is developed, that is, the relationship between genes. In the Bayesian network of this study, after probability of occurrence of each node and path is calculated, the probability of action of each node protein is deduced by Bayesian theorem, so that the maximum probability pathway of axon regeneration can be calculated.
Results
GO analysis results
GO analysis, also known as gene ontology, is mainly used to study the specific function of genes which are divided into three main categories: molecular function (MF), cellular component (CC) and biological process (BP). The results of GO analysis of NGF, BDNF and PirB genes are shown in Tables 1-3. As can be seen from Table 1 , NGF has three functions of biological process, molecular function and cellular component. Wherein, the biological process mainly involves the activation of MAPKK activity; molecular function mainly involves binding with its receptor NGFR; cellular component involves extracellular components. As can be seen from Table 2 , BDNF has three functions of biological process, molecular function and cellular component. Wherein, the biological process mainly involves angiogenesis, nerve cell migration, protein phosphorylation regulation, neuromuscular junction development; molecular function mainly involves binding with ATP; cellular component involves early endosome, cytoplasmic matrix, etc. As can be seen from Table 3 , PirB has three functions of biological process, molecular function and cellular component. Wherein, the biological process mainly involves adaptive immune response, cell surface receptor signal pathway; molecular function mainly involves binding with its receptor, transmembrane signal receptor 
Establishment of axon regeneration regulatory network
KEGG analysis of NGF, BDNF and PirB genes was carried out by KEGG signal pathway database. The regulation pathway of the three genes was improved by literature method, and the operational nodes of ultrasound in the pathway were supplemented. The axon regeneration regulatory network involving the above three genes and ultrasound was thus successfully established, with the results shown in Fig. 1 .
Bayesian-optimized regulatory network
According to the Bayesian theorem, the probability of occurrence of each pathway is calculated. As shown in Fig. 2 , the pathway ''NGF-TrKA-Rap1-ERK1/2-CREB-Bcl-2" (red pathway in Fig. 2) is the most probable acting pathway of axon regeneration.
Discussions
Neurons are cells difficult to regenerate. After nerve tissue injury, nerve regeneration is mainly manifested as axon extension and synapse remodeling. On the other hand, axon regeneration is affected by glial scar, neurotrophic factor and axon growth inhibitory factor, which is closely related to NGF, BDNF, PirB.
NGF and BDNF are two neurotrophic factors present in mammals that play a role by binding the three receptors (p75NTR, TrkA, TrkB) (Lewin et al., 2014; Qin and Dong, 2000) . Both NGF and BDNF bind with p75NTR receptor, but selectively bind with Trk receptor. NGF binds with two transmembrane receptors: tyrosine kinase receptor TrkA and tumor necrosis factor receptor p75NTR. This is consistent with the network pathway constructed in this study. TrkA is a high affinity receptor for mature NGF; p75NTR is a low affinity receptor for mature NGF. At present, studies show that the action mechanism of NGF is mainly to promote the expression of functional proteins like synaptophysin p38, growth-related protein, bind with chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (CSPGs) and reduce the inhibitory effect of CSPGs on nerve regeneration; control the modification of certain proteins such as phosphorylation process and block the inhibition of regenerated protein produced by central nervous system injury, thus promoting axon regeneration. For instance, NGF binds with cell surface TrkA receptor to activate RAS/ERK and PI3K signal pathway (Skaper, 2012) . In this study, NGF -TrKA-Rap1-ERK1/2-CREB-Bcl-2 is calculated as the optimal pathway for axon regeneration according to Bayesian theorem by constructing primary pathway of axon regeneration. BDNF can prevent the degeneration of damaged neurons. Under certain conditions, it can promote germination of uninjured neurons and reconstruct the damaged neural circuit (Hultman et al., 2014) . Gravel et al. showed that BDNF could prevent the motor neurons from death due to axonal cleavage, and that BDNF had a significant effect in promoting regeneration of peripheral nerve axons (Hultman et al., 2014) . Recent studies on brain-derived neurotrophic factor found that it can induce the regeneration of axons, protect neurons, prevent nerve injury retrograde degeneration and effector degeneration, and that it helps improve quality of regenerated axons in nerve end-to-side anastomosis. In the early stage of nerve injury, platelets can synthesize and secrete BDNF which will act on the injured motor and sensory neurons to effectively promote nerve regeneration (Qin and Dong, 2000) . BDNF plays a role mainly through the binding with TrkB receptor and p75NTR receptor, which is consistent with the pathway in the network constructed in this study.
PirB is mainly expressed in the central nervous system. Recent studies have found that PirB expression is present in cerebral cortical neurons, hippocampal neurons, and olfactory bulb neurons (Akbik et al., 2012; Syken et al., 2006; Omoto et al., 2010) , but the expression of PirB has not been found in spinal cord of adult vertebrates (Omoto et al., 2010; Raiker et al., 2010) . Studies further found that expression level of PirB was significantly up-regulated after CNS damage (Nakamura et al., 2011; Gou et al., 2013) . Adelson et al. (2012) reported in Neuron magazine in 2012 that down-regulation of PirB expression helps remodeling of corticospinal tract and survival of hippocampal neurons following cerebral ischemia-reperfusion injury. Bochner et al. (2014) pointed out in 2014 that closed PirB function is conducive to visual cortical neuronal function recovery. The latest report by Zhao et al. (2016b) in 2016 showed that PirB over-expression could cause apoptosis of in vitro cultured cortical neurons after ischemia and reperfusion. PilB is co-receptor of the central nervous system myelin-associated inhibitory proteins (MAIs): Nogo-A, Myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG), oligodendrocyte myelin glycoprotein (OMgp), which have high affinity and exhibit a chronic inhibitory effect on axonal growth (Omoto et al., 2010) . The network constructed in this study was mainly PirB follow-up pathway. The results showed that PirB inhibits axon regeneration mainly by inhibiting SHPI.
Ultrasound is a sound wave whose frequency is greater than the auditory detection level (>20 kHz) of the human ear and is a mechanical wave that is generated by vibration of the sound source and propagated through the compression and expansion media. Because ultrasound can spread over long distances in specific media and the energy attenuation is very small, it is widely used in medical diagnosis and physical therapy (Hersh et al., 2016) . By changing the frequency of ultrasound, pulse repetition frequency, pulse width, duration and intensity of ultrasound, the central nervous system of the stimulated part produces stimulus or inhibitory effect, and thus reversibly two-way adjusts the nerve function (Li et al., 2015) . Earlier studies suggested that the mechanism of ultrasound in promoting nerve regeneration is the mechanical effect of ultrasound. The mechanical effect features micro-massage, can promote the proliferation of Schwann cells, and thus promote nerve regeneration (Zhou and Chen, 2003) . Lazar et al. (2001) held that it may be associated with the fact that ultrasound accelerates influx of nutrients and elimination of toxic substances in the injured nerve, thereby accelerating denaturation of nerves and regeneration of nerve fibers.
However, these results do not fully elucidate the molecular mechanism in which ultrasound promotes axons. In this study, two pathways on ultrasound action on axon regeneration were collected by literature method, respectively ERA1/2-CREB pathway and GSK-3b. Studies on the former have found that low-intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) could increase NGF-induced axonal growth. Further studies have found that it played a role mainly through ERK1/2-CREB-Trx-1 pathway (Zhao et al., 2016a) . Studies on the latter have shown that LIPUS promotes the growth of axons possibly by inhibiting GSK-3b (Ren et al., 2010) . In addition, some studies found that ultrasound can cause increased ne, uronal calcium ion reversibility, and then positively regulates axon regeneration (Ibsen et al., 2015) .
To sum up, this study established a regulatory network of axon regeneration involving NGF, BDNF and PirB, and supplemented the acting pathway of low intensity pulsed ultrasound in the network, which provided the theoretical basis for further study on axon regeneration, and also new ideas for action of low-intensity pulsed ultrasound on axon regeneration regulatory pathway.
